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Dear Joan, 	 4/29/96 

Ignore the computer stuff at the top. Two high school 

teachers from Columbus, 'hio, drove here to take Lil 

and me out to lunch for our birthdays and took the 

picture of this sketch of me made 55 years ago when I 

was a patient at Walter Reed Hospital. It was daring 

World War II. Ever since the 1973 energy crisis I've 

avoided wasting paper, which I then learned requires much 

energy in manufacture. besides trete, etc. I do all my 

manuscripts on used paper, one side clean. So, I'm not throwing this away. 

Sorry you 	that asthma trouble. Hope it has passed off. And what you day 
aa,4 

about the aa3nt makers sense, so thanks. I hope it is an agent who has a good 

opinion of JFK as a preoident. And who knows a publish:or with that opinion. And 

to Random H,uze as a nono, Atlantic 'lonthly„ But I doubt any of the big ones 

would go for it in any event. 

Probably by the French stuff and uarrison I had in mind that its CIA, then 

_5‘DECE, fed a fake book to him. He got than to retitle America Burns to Farewell 

America. It was fed to "arrison by Warren Hinckle and Bill Turner and Garrison 

sAet a stuOunt, Steve Jaffe, since become a flack, to do some checking. I have a 

file on that if it is of interest and you come down again. So, not recalling what 

I wrote o'm inclined to believe it was this. 

	}down 

 4.4-1/414-W 

If by any remote chance a non—anti—Kennedy agent or publisCer gets interested, 

while there seems to be no market for assassination books I leave many manuscripts 

I'm doing as a record for history. On the abject 1  have an FBI pleading in one 

of my FULA lawsuits in which it told that court know more about ttie assassin-

tion and its investigations than anyone working for tie FBI. All the literary 

rights will belong to hood College. 

Thanks for asking about out,  health. We've ooth slipped a bit since you were 

here. i4.l developed fluid in her legs and a hip is bothering me. She has seen 

a doctor and is in physical therapy and I see one tomorrow. 

When you get to our age these things are less unexpected. That does not 

make them any better but they are what we are used to. 

Although I think there is no chance at Atlantic momthly/Little Brown I now 

tAiender why I said it, No, silly! I remember now. They published Hersh. 

Nany thanks and best wiehes, 

Harold Weisberg 
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rrobably the thid -L had in mind was someone Turner 

brought in and supposedly had worked for the CIA.. ,a  

Be used the name Rose in this country and made a f 
fool of himself in a childish play for twO1;o7d7girle 

when he w;nt to hexico supposedly to pick up what 

the KGB supposedly was to give Garrison. Rose came iost 

back with nothing but he was possibly the third I had 

in mind. Ilaught him making evidence up and put an 

end to ththt evil because (Earrison wLiald have used it. 

'sae are none of us Herlins and we cannot remember the future, but there is 

always the possibility that there can be developments which change the present 

prejudices. I am along in my books not being theories but coming entirely from 

the official evidence. I have one manuscript that is an exception but the 

Arnnuscrupts, too, avoid what ask called and usually are lot theories. 
ivioa 



Joan Mellen 	atu-9. (),G, ( c(c t 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7623 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21702 

Post Office Box 359 
Pennin9ton 

New Jerseu 08534 
Phone (600 737-1950 

Fax 0300 737-8810 

Dear Harold, 

Many thanks for your letter of April 17th. It 

went to the wrong address (25 Elm Ridge instead of Post Of-

fice Box 359), hence the delay. 

I'm curious about what you mean by "that 
French CIA stuff." I don't think I know. Who are tne 
you have in mind, between you and me? It would be helpful 

for me to know in re: French CIA material. Do you mean the 

Paese Sera articles on Permindex? (Italian, however). 

I have not yet presented your manuscripts 

to the literary agent I have in mind, in part because I've 

had a bad asthma attack (hospital), in part because, 

released, I had to go to Cincinnati to give a lecture on 

Lillian Hellman to earn some money to float this project, 

and in part because all the while I'm teaching 3 courses 

plus 9 graduate student manuscript tutorials (helping them 

write their books). But the term is almost over: one more 

week! 

I have another thought, so let me know if 

this is all right, and by all means of course pursue other 

avenues of publication. I'd like to see which publishers are 

interested in the Garrison. If more than one is interested, 

and I choose one, the other would be a good candidate for 

you. I'll be sort of a stalking horse. If someone is hor-

rified by it all, obviously they're not right for you or me. 

So I suggest the inevitable wait. One publisher we can't go 

to is of course 	 or 1:1!PHOITI House, alas a big 

and rich and powerful publisher with the best sales force of 

all. 

I hope you're as well as can be expected. 

You don't mention your health in your letter, which I take 

to be a good thing. 

All my best to you and Lil, 
• 

(yoan Mellen 


